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   Self-Study Plan for Students During Class Suspension 

 24/02/2020 - 28/02/2020  

Nursery Rhyme / Story 

Name:                             (     ) 

                            

Date: 

 

Part One.     Watch and listen to this nursery rhyme. 

Humpty Dumpty 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2mKXohwY8s 
家長可以陪同小朋友使用手機掃描右方QR code聆聽歌曲。 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkRaxteftOs 
家長可以陪同小朋友使用手機掃描右方QR code聆聽歌曲。 

  

 

 

 

Humpty Dumpty 

                    Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,   

                    Humpty Dumpty had a great fall,   

                    All the king's horses and all the king's men, 

                    Couldn't put Humpty together again.  

                    He fell off the wall - from the highest high - so high! 

                    He had a great fall - from the highest high - high! 

                    All the king's horses and all the king's men, 

                    Couldn't put Humpty together again. 

                    Humpty Dumpty sat on the ground, 

                    Humpty Dumpty looked all around, 

                    Gone were the chimneys and gone were the roofs, 

                    All he could see was horses and hooves. 

                    He fell off the wall - from the highest high - so high! 

                    He had a great fall - from the highest high - high! 

                    All the king's horses and all the king's men, 

                    Couldn't put Humpty together again. 
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Stanza 1 

Stanza 3 

Stanza 2 

Stanza 4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n2mKXohwY8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkRaxteftOs


A. Summarize the nursery rhyme by using the following pictures. 

    Choose 2-3 pictures that best retell each stanza. Write the letters only.    

    You may use the same picture more than once.  

A. 

 

 

 

 

 

B. 

 

 

 

 

C. 

 

 

 

 

 

D. 

 

 

 

 

E. 

 

Stanza 1 Stanza 2 Stanza 3 Stanza 4 

 

___   ___   ___ 

 

______   ______ 

 

______   ______ 

 

______   ______ 

 

B. Match the words that have the same rhymes of the groups below.  

               

round moves call pound mall grooves 

tall sound removes hall proves round 

 

wall 

fall 

ground 

around 

roofs 

hooves 
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Part Two.  Watch this story.  

The Goose that laid golden eggs  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfQ-5VcuS9E 
家長可以陪同小朋友使用手機掃描右方 QR code觀看影片。 

  

 

A. Match the questions with the provided choices.   

    Write the letters in the space given.  

Questions Answers Choices 

1. What did the goose lay?  A. No, he didn’t. 

2. Did the farmer think he would     

    get rich fast? 

 B. He found nothing inside. 

3. What did the farmer decide to   

    do? 

 C.  He was a greedy man. 

4. What did the farmer find after         

    cutting open the goose?  

 D. A golden egg every day. 

5. What kind of person was the 

    farmer?  

 E. He cut open the goose’s belly to    

    collect all the golden eggs. 

  F. Yes, he did. 

 

B. Fill in the blanks with the suitable adjectives.  

unbelievable special greedy golden foolish 

 

1. The goose was a _______________ one. 

2. The farmer became very __________________. 

3. It was _________________ that the goose laid a _____________  

    egg every day. 

4. Finally, the farmer believed that he was very ______________ to kill the  

    goose. 

 

C. Which sentence that best teaches us a lesson from the story? 

    Put a tick (  ) in the box next to the sentence.  

 A. A friend in need is a friend indeed. 

 B. Never tell lies. 

 C. Those who have plenty want more and so lose all they have. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfQ-5VcuS9E
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      Answer Sheet 

Name:                            (     ) 

                            

Date: 

Part One.  

A. Summarize the nursery rhyme by using the following pictures. 

    Choose 2-3 pictures that best retell each stanza. Write the letters only.    

    You may use the same picture more than once.  

Stanza 1 Stanza 2 Stanza 3 Stanza 4 

 

___   ___   ___ 

 

______   ______ 

 

______   ______ 

 

______   ______ 

 

B. Match the words that have the same rhymes of the groups below.  

wall 

fall 

ground 

around 

roofs 

hooves 
   

   

   

   

Part Two.  

A. Match the questions with the provided choices.   

    Write the letters in the space given.  

1. _______ 2. _______ 3. _______ 4. _______ 5. _______ 

 

B. Fill in the blanks with the suitable adjectives.  

1. _______ 2. _______ 3. _______     __________ 4. _______ 

 

C. Which sentence that best teaches you a lesson from the story? 

   Write the correct letter. 

    ____  

( End ) 

倘若同學未能把工作紙列印出來填寫答案，可依照以下格式把答案寫在任何紙上作練習。 


